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Kameda showed strong confidence together.

But he was right.

They did participate in the killing of Levi Garrison.

The dwarf warrior was sent by their family.

Seeing Kameda’s unparalleled demeanor, there were also many women present with a look of
admiration.

Even Sakurako Matsakami had a better view of Kameda.

Their Songshang Group also participated in the killing of Levi Garrison.

Let her know how powerful the warrior is.

Strength is the most important thing in this world!
Kameda smiled and said: “Ms. Matsukami, don’t worry! With me, no one dares to make trouble at
your birthday party! Whoever dares to come is against me!”

“What’s more, we have sent many strong men. Go to punish the encirclement and suppress the
commoner and kill the gods!”

“Really? That’s really great! Dare to run wild in my Dadongdao Empire and find death!”

“The Erudia martial arts world is going to be abolished. , And then the second commoner killer god on
the summer list will also fall!”

“It’s really exciting to think about it!” When I

got this sentence from Kameda, the people who were uncomfortable and doubtful all put down their
guards, and all laughed one by one. stand up.

Like the War Eagle Nation, they naturally hate Erudia.

Especially Levi Garrison these people.

They even hate to death.

Knowing that Levi was dying, he would set off a cannon to celebrate.

Now that the strong have fallen again, he must be excited.

The birthday party officially began…

Soon after, Levi Garrison and Commoner Killing God arrived.

According to the information obtained, the princess of the Matsukami Foundation held a birthday
party.

Levi Garrison felt that he could start from her, and find the head of the Songshang Group, and then
destroy it in one fell swoop.

Without talking nonsense, the two directly dealt with all the guards at the door and swaggered into
the birthday party scene.

In the field, everyone was giving Matsugami Sakurako gifts.

One serving is more valuable than one serving.

Sakurako Matsukami’s smile never broke.

Soon after, everyone had given out their gifts.

When the next project was about to be carried out, a voice sounded.

“Wait!”

“I still have gifts to give!” The

loud voice caught everyone’s attention, and they cast their gazes over.

At the end of the line of sight, one old and one young appeared.

Due to the light, Commoner killed the god and everyone did not recognize it after Levi came.

“Who is this? I don’t know!”

…

Everyone talked.

“What gift do you want to give?”

Someone couldn’t help asking when he saw Levi Garrison walking in front empty-handed.

Levi Garrison smiled and said, “Send her a home to ruin!” The

words are not surprising and endless.

As soon as Levi Garrison said this, the whole audience exploded.

This is what no one expected, someone would come to the princess birthday party of Songshang
Consortium, the second largest consortium in the East Island, to make trouble.

What’s more, even the heir of the Kameda family is there.

Is this too courageous?

Want to ruin the Matsukami Consortium?

What an arrogant tone this must be!

Sakurako Matsakami’s face changed drastically.

The assistant next to him immediately yelled: “Someone is making trouble, come, take it for me!” He

just screamed out, and no one responded at all.

All the bodyguards were solved by Levi Garrison.

Where do people come from?

“What about people?”

“People…”

everyone shouted.

No guards showed up at all.

“No need to shout, they are all dead…”

Levi Garrison had already come to Songshang Yingzi as he spoke.

Several people in front of him were already suppressed by the stronger aura than Levi Garrison.

Everyone looked at Kameda for help.

Only he can solve this problem in the field.

Kameda had a cold face, and the master beside him also had a high expression.

He stood up slowly.

“Do you know who I am? Dare to come here to make trouble?”

Kameda looked at Levi Garrison with disdain.

“Who the hell do I care about you?”

Levi Garrison slapped Kameda’s face fiercely…the

whole audience was silent.
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Everyone was stunned.

Including Kameda and the masters beside him.

No one reacted.

Levi Garrison will start suddenly.

It was unexpectedly caught off guard.

Kameda’s skin was ripped apart by this slap.

“You are crazy! He is the future heir of the Kameda family!”

someone exclaimed.

Levi Garrison laughed instead.
To deal with the Song Consortium, the Kameda clan also delivered home delivery.

“I want you to die!!!”

Kameda who reacted screamed and killed Levi Garrison.

He was also a member of the Tianjiao Conference and ranked among the top ten on the East Island.

When have you been so insulted?

“Boom!” It’s

just that when he came up, he was slapped away by Levi Garrison.

He once couldn’t even beat the apprentices that Levi Garrison mentored. How could he fight Levi
Garrison?

“Puff!”

Under this slap, Kameda was shot to death on the spot.

The audience was dumbfounded.

The heir of the Kameda clan died like this?

It’s incredible.

“Boom!”

“Boom!”

Levi Garrison slapped the people beside Kameda to death again.

Everyone is more shocked!

Isn’t he going to kill everyone present?

“I recognize it!!! He is the common killer!”

At this time, someone saw the common killer behind.

“What? It’s really him! He actually came here!”

“My crow’s mouth…slap…”

The man who said that he would come to kill the commoner, slapped himself in the face fiercely.

Under the powerful aura of Levi Garrison and Common Killer God, everyone present was shocked.

I am afraid that the two will be slaughtered.

“Puff!”

“Puff!”

…

Some people couldn’t stand the pressure, and fell to their knees one after another, begging for mercy.

“Except for the Songshang Foundation, everyone else can leave ! “

Levi Garrison said, this group of people fled if they were pardoned.

Only Sakurako Matsukami and others were left.

They were also frightened.

“Go, take us to where your family is located, otherwise we will kill you without mercy!” “

Under the coercion, Sakurako Matsakami and others could only take Levi Garrison with them.

However, everyone hoped that as long as the masters of the Songshang Consortium Ruyun, they
would be able to clean them up.

Soon after, Levi Garrison. The two Levi arrived at the seat of the head of the Songshang Consortium.

Sakurako Songshang and the others did not expect that after the two of Levi Garrison confirmed their
identities, they immediately started the killing.

Of course, only the members who joined the Black Sun organization were killed.

Women, children and children are not. Kill!

These people who died committed unforgivable crimes! What

made everyone even more unexpected was that the masters of the Songshang Consortium couldn’t
stop Levi Garrison from attacking and killing the two.

…

Half an hour later, the Songshang Consortium’s All the high-levels were destroyed.

No one survived.

They were dying, and they didn’t know why? The

Songshang Consortium fell apart.

Not long after, Levi Garrison and Common Killer came to the Kameda clan. After

confirming their identities, they started killing again.

Turtle Even the six ancient martial arts families of the Tian clan could not stop Levi Garrison and the
two.

Basically, Levi Garrison didn’t have to take action in the whole process, and the commoner kills the
gods alone. It

took an hour! The

Kameda clan was destroyed!

Shocked!

Kyushu Island was shocked ! !

Black Sun is shocked!

The whole East Island was shocked!

The masters they sent out to encircle and suppress the commoner to kill the gods did not find their
whereabouts, but they were exposed at this time.

It turned out to be the two forces that were destroyed!

Really terrifying!

The Common Killer once again shocked the world!

Not only has his strength recovered, he has also risen sharply, and is currently stirring the situation in
Dongdao with invincible momentum!

Now he and Levi Garrison have become the most wanted objects of various forces on the East Island.

As for Levi Garrison’s identity, he is the disciple of Common Killing God!

After all, the introduction to Hao Yuxuan is the descendant of the apprentice of Common Killing God!

After the Common Killer knew it, he smiled and said, “How can I be?”
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But it doesn’t matter to Levi Garrison!

It just so happens that you can do something big by killing the gods in the name of commoner!

In this way, everyone will focus on the Common Killing God, and will not pay too much attention to
him.

Destroying the Kameda clan and the Matsukami Consortium caused a huge sensation on the East
Island.

Although the Kameda clan is the weakest of the six ancient martial arts families, the strength is still
very terrifying.

The threat of Commoner Killing God soars!

Especially the Black Sun organization felt something was wrong.

Why was it the members of their organization who were eliminated?

One could be a coincidence?
How about two?

Of course, the possibility of coincidence is still not ruled out…

Just when Levi Garrison and the two were about to leave, the master sent by Black Sun to encircle and
suppress them encountered them.

These people are much better than the master Hao Yuxuan arranged before.

However, none of them survived when they met Levi Garrison and Commoner Killing God.

At this time, Black Sun realized the seriousness of the problem.

The Common Killer is too strong!

What has he experienced?

How can it be so strong?

Not only are the parties in the East Island doubtful, but all parties in Erudia are also confused.

The Common Killer God currently displayed is definitely one level stronger than the previous one
holding the Divine Sword in the sky.

“I see! The Common Killer was once treated by a genius doctor in Erudia. It seems that it is not only
detoxified, but also restored!”

“I also heard that this genius doctor is Levi Garrison! Coming to Commoner to kill God may be
avenging Levi Garrison!”

…

Some people quickly guessed the reason for the recovery of Commoner Killing God’s strength.

Hao Yuxuan also guessed this.

Tell the news to the Watanabe family!

As a family of counsellors, the Watanabe family quickly guessed a fact-Hao Yuxuan exposed.

In particular, the removal of the Matsukami Group and the Kameda clan confirmed this.

“It seems that Common Killer has been eyeing you a long time ago, and he knows that you are going
to kill him! But he pretends not to know

, In order to dig out everyone in the Black Sun Organization through you! “No

accident, everyone in the Black Sun organization is now exposed!” He wants to liquidate one by one
next! “

…

Hao Yuxuan was startled to sweat.

It turns out that the master has been acting. The

fool turned out to be himself!

“What can I do? The commoner killer is unfathomable now? “

Hao Yuxuan showed a trace of worry.

Several high-level members of the Watanabe clan laughed.

“If Levi is here to avenge, then we must panic!” Really may not be able to hold, it is very likely that
the Black Sun organization will be destroyed! “

Then they changed their conversation: “But Levi Garrison is dead, and the biggest threat is gone!” No
matter how strong the Common Killer God is, he will fall on the East Island! “

Let’s put it this way!” The weakest Kameda clan and the Matsukami Consortium were destroyed! If he
provokes any of the other eight forces of the Black Sun organization, he must die! “

…

Hao Yuxuan doesn’t doubt this.

Except for the weakest two. The

others are more terrifying than the other. The

Yamaguchi Consortium and the Underground World Emperor are terrifying. The

masters of their subordinates are like clouds, and they are connected with the major forces of the
War Eagle Nation.

Crossing . Not to mention the Bian family.

Move it, and the other major martial arts families can arrive within a few minutes.

After all, these major forces are very close to each other.

Therefore, none of the other eight major forces can move. If you

move it, you will find your own way of death.

They are not worried at all.

“By the way, where are they going next?”

“No accident, they should go to the Yamaguchi Foundation!”

“Hahaha…They are looking for death! Tell the Yamaguchi Foundation to get ready!”

…The

Watanabe family quickly delivered the message to Major forces.

After receiving the notice, the Yamaguchi Consortium took protective measures as soon as possible,
gathered all the masters, and waited for the arrival of the two Levi Garrison.
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“Mr. Garrison, we should be faster! Don’t let them react!”

Commoner Killing God couldn’t help urging.

“No, they have reacted and already know everything! Knowing that we will find them one by one
next!”

Levi Garrison smiled.

The Black Sun organization is not simple.

It is normal to be able to react in a very short time.

“How can that be good? They must have been prepared! This is not good for us!”

Commoner Killing God showed a trace of worry.

“It’s okay! In fact, in their concept, although your strength is now restored, it is not enough to pose a
threat to them! They are still despising you! So there is no need to worry about it for the time being!”
Levi Garrison said, Bu Yi Shi Shen nodded his head.

indeed so.

Levi Garrison’s voice sounded again: “But they will react soon! At that time, the strongest forces must
be gathered to attack us!”

“That’s for sure! As long as we get rid of one or two more forces, they will react. !”

Commoner Killing God nodded.

“But no fear! Who can stop me in East Island?”

Levi Garrison said coldly.

Commoner Killing God was full of enthusiasm.

correct.

Everyone’s attention is on him.

Little did he know that the real god was by his side.

Is his own “disciple”.

This is his highest light moment.

The Yamaguchi Foundation is located in Edo Castle, the capital of the East Island.

As the largest consortium, its status is very close to that of Star Country’s Sanxing Group.

Sometimes they will also affect some decisions on the East Island.

Especially the head team of the Yamaguchi Foundation is the most terrifying.

Controls the economic lifeline of the East Island.

They established a special bodyguard organization to guard the safety of these high-levels.

Over the years, they have dug out super masters from all over the world and formed the “Kamikaze”
team.

Even the major martial arts families must be jealous.

A luxurious villa.

It occupies a huge area, just like a small town.

You should know that the land on the East Island is very small, and sometimes it is necessary to
reclaim the sea to make land.

In this kind of golden area, such a big mountain villa is terrible.

This is where the head of the Yamaguchi Foundation lives.

Built according to the scale of the military base.

They spent a lot of money to build it.

With the most advanced defense system, the details go to every corner.

Then equipped with hundreds of masters of the Kamikaze group.

This villa is solid.

Over the years, many people have wanted to assassinate.

However, a total of ninety-eight assassination teams, a total of more than 600 people died outside the
villa.

So now this villa has become a taboo.

Don’t want to break in.

The leaders of the Yamaguchi Foundation are all in the largest chamber in the villa.

Yamaguchi, the helm of the consortium, was sitting in the upper seat.

There are four seats on each side of the conference table.

These nine people are the top existence in East Island’s financial world!

They may sneeze, and the stock market will change drastically.

“I just received news from Watanabe Tensho! Next, Erudia’s Common Killer will come to trouble us!”

“The matter has been determined, Commoner Killer is here to avenge Levi Garrison!”

Yamaguchi said.

“Immediately activate the first-level defense system! I want to let Buyi Shashen see how powerful our
defense system is!”

“Yes, this is the strongest defense system developed by the Sun Company, the No. 1 Technology
Company of East Island, in the whole country. In the world, it is also the strongest! There is no one! Even
the technology of Erudia and the Eagle Nation can not be compared!”

“Once it is activated, no one will ever want to come in! If you can’t even enter the door, you will have
to die!”

…The

leaders began to brag about how powerful their defense system was.

They are the best in the world.

Yamaguchi also smiled and said: “What’s more, I have recalled all the masters of the Kamikaze group,
and they don’t even want to come in!”

“Yes, let alone them, even ghosts don’t want to come in!”

“Is that right? How did I come in?”
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It’s not that the Yamaguchi Consortium brags about how powerful their defense system is, how
terrifying are their kamikaze masters?

This is indeed the case!

For many years, under this tight defense.

No matter how strong the master is, he has never been close to the villa.

Not to mention entering the villa.

No one has ever been.

Therefore, the Yamaguchi Consortium has confidence.

The Watanabe clan has confidence!

The commoner killer dare to provoke them is a dead end.
But no one thought that a voice blasted in the chamber like a bolt from the blue sky.

It shocked everyone.

“Who?”

“Who?”

……

people are scared to stand up to the body.

Look around.

At this look, everyone was scared to death!

Because there are two more people in the room without warning.

Take a closer look, isn’t this Levi Garrison and Commoner killing the gods?

When did they come in?

Quietly like a ghost?

Are they ghosts?

How can it be?

The appearance of Levi Garrison shocked them.

Everyone was so scared that they were going crazy.

“Commercial Killing God???? What? How did you get in?”

Yamaguchi was incredulous.

Levi Garrison smiled: “How did you get in? Of course you walked in through the gate!”

“Impossible!!!”

Yamaguchi Shoji shouted in unison.

Their strongest defense system was activated at the highest level.

The five hundred masters of the Kamikaze group have all been in place, guarding them outside.

How can anyone come in?

This is impossible!

Absolutely impossible!

This must be dreaming!

“Impossible! Why would you come in directly? The defense system designed by Higashishima is the
highest level in the world! Absolutely impossible!”

Yamaguchi was still defending.

Levi was happy.

Dong Dao’s defense system is here to be funny, right?

Still the strongest in the world?

& Not to mention the defense system of the Shenlong Science and Technology Base.

Their defense system was even strong when Levi Garrison went to the Eagle Nation to arrest people,
and the laboratory where Jefferson was hiding.

Is this the number one in the world?

Funny?

It took Levi Garrison less than a minute to break this defense system.

As for the top five hundred kamikaze group…

even worse.

Over time.

Yamaguchi Masaichi realized that this was not a dream.

Levi Garrison did indeed kill the two of them.

Their defense system has failed.

Failed to stop the two.

“Come on! Call all the members of the Kamikaze Group to kill these two people!”

“Quickly, quickly!”

…

They immediately called the Kamikaze Group to protect them.

Just shouted for a long time, and there was no response at all.

Levi was happy.

He opened the door of the chamber.

Immediately, a pungent smell of blood came out.

Make everyone sick…

“Are you looking for them?”

Hearing Levi Garrison’s voice, everyone looked outside.

At this sight, everyone was shocked in a cold sweat.

There were corpses lying outside the chamber, blood and pungent smell intertwined, like hell…

dead.

All the guards of the Kamikaze group and the villa were quietly resolved by Levi Garrison and Common
Killing God.

None of them were left.

The Yamaguchi Consortium thought that the tightest defense was dismantled by Levi Garrison so
easily.

Levi Garrison sneered at them: “It’s up to you next!”

“What? I don’t believe it, I don’t believe it…”

Before dying, these heads of the Yamaguchi Consortium were unwilling to accept all this.

The Yamaguchi Consortium is destroyed!

Without waiting for everyone’s reaction, Levi Garrison and Levi Garrison wiped out the underground
world of Dongdao overnight with a destructive posture.

The earth emperor Yoshikawa Yonghui and others in the underground world of Dongdao have all been
eliminated!

Overnight, the largest consortium collapsed, and the underground world was wiped out… The

Common Killer became famous.

His time has come…

Erudia is excited.

Dong Dao panicked.

